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Why is the AML toolbox so useful:

Following the money trail; It is a excellent
witness

Confiscation; Helps to take the money
away from the Criminals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the money trail: Forensics professionals gather evidence about money laundering by following the trail of illicit proceeds you have found the perfect witness; it does not lie or remember wrong it can also not be intimidated (people can be run over by a truck sometimes even twice by the same bus); it is not without reason that almost all major corruption investigation over the last decade relies on the AML tools Also the AML toolbox helps confiscate the proceeds, hence taking away what motivated the criminals to begin with; in to many cases this does not happen



Sample flow chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See is you can find the flow chart of the Pavel Lazarenko case that the FBI used in court until then use this: A flow chart of the proceeds no human witness would be able to provide this accurate information; you can show who, where, when and how much with the money trail 



1980s

Discover AML as an effective 
tool against drug traffickers

1988

UN Convention against 
Illicit Traffic in Narcotic

1989

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) established

2001

The September 11 attacks

2003

FATF: Revised set of 
recommendations

AML Timeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1980s: the the war on drugs led governments again to turn to money-laundering rules in an attempt to seize proceeds of drug crimes in order to catch the organizers and individuals1980s,  running drug empires. The UN convention 1988: Includes provisions against money laundering, a sign that anti-money-laundering strategy becoming widely accepted internationallyFATF was formed by the 1989 G7 Summit in Paris to combat the growing problem of money laundering, it is the global standart setter for money laundering.The September 11 attacks in 2001, led to a new emphasis on money laundering laws to combat terrorism financingIn 2003; FATF adopted a revised set of recommendations on combating money laundering, included explicit recommendations on the establishment and functioning of FIUs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As countries developed their anti-money-laundering strategies and found that law-enforcement agencies had limited access to relevant financial information. The strategy required them to “engage the financial system in the effort to combat laundering while, at the same time, seeking to ensure the retention of the conditions necessary for its efficient operationCountries also found that implementation of a system requiring disclosures of suspicious transactions on the part of financial institutions created the need for a central office or agency for assessing and processing these disclosures 3 core functions: collect information, analysis and DisseminationIn their simplest form, FIUs are agencies that:receive reports of suspicious transactions from financial institutions and other persons and entities,analyze them,and disseminate the resulting intelligence to local law-enforcement agencies and foreign FIUs to combat money launderingMost FIUs also handle request for information from law enforcement FIY: FIU differ in their arrangement in each country, The wide variety of arrangements for FIUs can be summarized under four general headings: 1) the administrative-type FIU 2) the law-enforcement-type FIU 3) the judicial- or prosecutorial-type FIU 4) the “mixed” or “hybrid” FIU.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
STR: bank and other financial institutions should report any financial transaction that does not make sense to the financial institution; i.e. it is unusual for that particular clientInformation the str contains info on 1) reporting entity  2) details about the person conducting the transaction 3) the transaction itself.Cash transaction report: deposit, withdrawal, exchange of currency, or other payment or transfer, by, through, or to the financial institution which involves a transaction in currency of more than $10,000International Electronic Funds Transfer Report: If persons sent or receive more that USD 10.000 electronically to other countries Customs declaration individual must declare travelling with $10,000 or more in cashThe last three has more root in the Terror financing than Money Laundering 



FIU analysis 
The FIU’s own data:

e.g. Earlier STRs, CTRs 

Pubic information: 
e.g. Company registers

Police & Criminal Justice Database:
E.g. Convictions, Investigations

Administrative Data:
e.g. Property, Vehicles, births/marriages, Taxation, 

Financial information(rarely direct info):
e.g. Accounts or customer relationship or Transaction records

International information: 
Information from other FIUs or other counterparts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FIU’s own data:The analyst will check the data in the report against information in the FIU’s internal sources, such as data from earlier suspicious transaction reports, cash transaction reports, and cross-border-transfer reportsPubic information: The information will be checked against data in publicly available sources, company registers and company status or business reports aGovernment-held databases Taxation,  vehicle registries, and supervisory findingFinancial information(rarely direct info): Additional information from original reporting entities and other entities International information: When international elements are involved, request additional information from foreign FIUs or other counterpart
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIU does not stand alone, It is ONE component of a national AML SystemHowever that fact that so many players are involved also increases the problem of coordination, especially BC we got players that are not used to working together e.g. Financial sector regulators and law enforcementAnd every country phases very different problems, remember that ML is the result of other crimes. Colombia, Cayman island and Iceland have very different ML risk
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Threat

Vulnerability

Consequence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That is why when FATF in 2012 came with the recent sent of recommendations, the first Recommendation is about countries understanding their own risk environment:A risk assessment allows countries to identify, assess and understand its money laundering and terrorist financing risks,There is no requirementWhat are the major crimes in their countries: corruption (Ukraine), tax evasion (Greece), drugs (Colombia)? What does you financial system look like, Are you a major financial center (Switzerland) or is most of you financial dealing coming from informal Threats: �The predicate crimes associated with money laundering��Vulnerabilities: �The opportunities that facilitate money laundering:��Consequence : �the impact of money laundering



We want to look into what is a available 

Mexico

Peru

Ecuador Colombia

Panama

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In coordination the centre of Excellency in Mexico (http://www.cdeunodc.inegi.org.mx/index.php/about-the-center/)We are looking into what data is a available that can help estimation IFF Note:The Center of Excellence main objective is to strengthen statistical, analytical and monitoring capacities  Information on Government, Crime, Victimization and Justice.



What information will we look for

• Will look at 3 specific crime types
I. Drugs
II. Human trafficking
III. Migrant Smuggling

• Will have focus on both income generation and income 
management

• Both Qualitative and quantitative data



Will check availability and quality of  data relevant 
for the framework

Quantitative: we are mainly interesting in what is available, e.g. 
Indicator Drug type Data available Type of source Information source Notes

Cannabis
Opium poppy
Coca bush

Total estimated area under illicit drug crop 
cultivations (in hectars)

IFF Best estimate Confidence in estimate Base for estimate Information source
Approx. what % of producers income is sent abroad
Approx. what % of retail sellers income is sent abroad
Approx. what % of wholesale traffickers income is sent abroad

Quantitative: confidence and the base for the estimate for these. 

Will also check what data is available from
• FIU
• Assets confiscation 
• International cooperation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the quantitative at questions are asked for each: Data available: A simple yes/no question whether the data is available Source type: pick from the drop-down menu the one that fits best the institution type that is the source of the information.   Information source: Note down the source of the information so that it is possible to track it down later, e.g. link to document or name of the institution/person providing the infoNotes: Here the consultants can put any comment they may find relevantWhile quantitative available is either be available or not, one can always press enough that you will finally get a response on the qualitative data, the question is more how reliable it, hence we ask for confidence and the base for the estimate for these. For qualitative indicator 4 questions are provided for each: Best estimate: The respondents best estimate Confidence in the estimate: How confident is the respondents in their estimateThe base for the estimate:  Indicate the knowledge base upon which judgments were basedInformation source: who was the source of the information Confidence of in the accuracy of the estimate provided: Very high?High?Medium?Low?Very low?The knowledge base upon which your judgments were based:Statistics and data?Official study?Case observations?Expert knowledge?Personal knowledge?Guess?Other?
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